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for dartfish, the tank should be above 80 gallons and have an average of 60 fish. above 25 gallons, dartfish will live as long as 80 gallons, while they can
live up to 85 gallons in a bio-filter tank with a bacterial/nitrate filter and a layer of gravel. a gravel bowl or sand-filled aquarium is preferable to a sand-filled
aquarium because the gravel has a wider surface area and provides a better hiding place. the aquarium should be kept on a table or stand to avoid the fish
jumping out of the water, as they typically prefer to remain in a constant state of alert. the tank should be kept in a room or closet where it is not exposed
to sudden changes in temperature or air movement. the room should also be away from direct sunlight, as sunlight promotes dartfish activity. darts must
be provided with a home range and a hiding place in the aquarium. the dartfish should be given a different environment to swim in than the other fish, and
this area should be less brightly lit to maintain a relaxed state. they should be placed in the aquarium at the same time as the other fish are, and should be
provided with enough space to swim and hide. a water conditioner, a protein skimmer, and a filter should be added to the tank after the dartfish are
introduced to keep ammonia, nitrite, and nitrate levels low. they should be fed with a wide-mouthed, bottom-dwelling food such as flakes, frozen or live
foods, or live crabs. they will eat small amounts at a time and tend to avoid the food if stressed or nervous. the dartfish should be fed daily, and larger
quantities of food, such as live foods or small crabs, should be given on the weekends to make sure the dartfish are getting enough to eat. dartfish are not
fin nippers, but will attempt to bite if threatened. to avoid biting, handle them with care and place them near a hiding place. as dartfish have highly
sensitive photoreceptors, they are most active at night, and should be placed in the tank at night if possible.
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these colorful, dartfish are among the most popular of aquarium fish. they need to be kept in groups of 3 or more, but can be kept alone if they have plenty
of space. their "look" is similar to an orange and green moorish idol fish, but dartfish are never sold in the united states as moorish idols. males are more

colorful than females. dartfish spawn in groups. when breeding, the male will display his territorial behavior. a female dartfish will eventually spawn in one
spot. the eggs hatch in about 12 hours. the fry is a translucent grayish-yellow in color and is about 2-3 millimeters in length. the fry will feed on the remains
of their parents for the first two weeks. the fry will then form a loose school and will resemble very small dolphins. the fry will be about 6 millimeters at this
time. they are now ready to be introduced into the aquarium. if you are unfamiliar with dartfish, consider picking up a couple of these colorful, dartfish. they

will delight you with their swimming activity and their colorful, dartfish. the following article was written by aquaculture specialist, robert mullen, and is
posted on a variety of websites. check out the link below to learn more about dartfish. dartfish, like a number of other popular fishes, have been captured in

the wild and are now being sold to hobbyists. there is a big difference between wild-caught and captive-bred dartfish. wild-caught fish come from a much
smaller population and are often captured by trawlers or fishermen. dartfish are generally sold at wholesale fish dealers. large wholesalers buy the fish
from small dealers or fishermen that catch and sell dartfish. many commercial dartfish are bred in tanks. since they are bred in tanks, dartfish are much

more tame and easier to care for than wild-caught dartfish. 5ec8ef588b
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